
DELD UNIT 2

Sr.
No.

Question Option A Option B Option C Option D
Correct 
Option

Marks

1 Transistor is a
Current 

controlled 
current device.

Current 
controlled 

voltage 
device.

Voltage 
controlled 

current 
device.

Voltage 
controlled 

voltage 
device.

A 1

2 A digital logic device used as a buffer should have what input/output 
characteristics?

high input 
impedance 

and high 
output 

impedance

low input 
impedance 

and high 
output 

impedance

low input 
impedance 

and low 
output 

impedance

high input 
impedance 
 and low 
output 

impedance

D 2

3 What is the standard TTL noise margin? 5.0 V 0.2 V 0.8 V 0.4 V D 2

4 The range of a valid LOW input is: 0.0 V to 0.4 V 0.4 V to 0.8 V 0.0 V to 1.8 V 0.0 V to 
2.8 V B 2

5 When an IC has two rows of parallel connecting pins, the device is 
referred to as: a QFP a DIP a phase 

splitter CMOS B 1

6 Which digital IC package type makes the most efficient use of printed 
circuit board space? SMT TO can flat pack DIP A 1

7 The digital logic family which has minimum power dissipation is TTL RTL DTL CMOS D 2
8 Which of the following is the fastest logic TTL ECL CMOS LSI B 2

9 The digital logic family which has the lowest propagation delay time is ECL TTL CMOS PMOS A 2

10 Which TTL logic gate is used for wired ANDing Open collector 
output Totem Pole Tri state 

output ECL gates A 2

11 CMOS circuits consume power Equal to TTL Less than 
TTL Twice of TTL Thrice of 

TTL B 2

12 In a positive logic system, logic state 1 corresponds to positive 
voltage

higher 
voltage level

zero voltage 
level

lower 
voltage 

level
B 1
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DELD UNIT 2

13 The commercially available 8-input multiplexer integrated circuit in the 
TTL family is 7495 74153 74154 74151 B 2

14 The logic 0 level of a CMOS logic device is approximately 1.2 volts 0.4 volts 0volts 5volts C 2
15 Which ofthe following is a universal logic gate? OR XOR AND NAND D 1

16 How is the noise margin of a logic family
defi ned? VOH – VOL

greater of 
VDD – VOH 
and VOL – 

GND

smaller of 
VIL – VOL 
and VOH – 

VIH

VIH – VIL. C 2

17
What parameter causes the main limit
on fan-out of CMOS logic in high-speed
applications?

d.c. input 
current

output 
current

input 
capacitance

power 
supply 
voltage.

A 2

18 The number of standard loads that the output of the gate can drive
with out impairment of its normal operation  is Fan-in Fan-Out noise-margin

power-
dissipiatio

n
B 2

19 A NAND gate is called a universal logic element because
it is used by 
everybody

any logic 
function can 
be realized 
by NAND 

gates alone

all the 
minization 
techniques 

are 
applicable 

for optimum 
NAND gate 
realization

many 
digital 

computers 
use NAND 

gates.

B 2

20 Measure of power consumed by the gate when fully driven by all
its inputs is Fan-in Fan-Out noise-margin

power-
dissipiatio

n
D 2

21 Fan-out is specified in terms of voltage current watt unit load D 2
22 Which of the following logic family has highest fan-out DTL CMOS RTL TTL B 2
23 Which of following consume minimum power TTL RTL DTL CMOS D 1
24 Among the logic families, low power dissipation is in DTL CMOS RTL TTL B 1
25 The temperature in which the performance of the IC is effective Operating 

Temprature
Fan-Out Normal 

temrature
power-

dissipiatio
A 1

26 The nominal value of the dc supply voltage for TTL (transistor-transistor 
logic) devices is

0v 5v 10v 15v B 1

27 The average transition delay time for the signal to propagate from
input to output when the signals change in value. It is expressed in ns is

Propogation 
Delay Fan-Out noise-margin

power-
dissipiatio

n
A 2

28 the number of inputs connected to the gate without any degradation in 
the

Propogation 
Delay Fan-Out Fan- in power-

dissipiatio C 2

29 Which of the following logic gives the complementary outputs? ECL TTL CMOS PMOS A 2
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30 The maximum noise voltage added to an input signal of a digital circuit 
that does

Fan-in Fan-Out noise-margin power-
dissipiatio

C 2
31 Among the logic families, Slowest logic family is TTL RTL DTL CMOS D 1
32 Operating temperature of the IC vary from 0 to70 celsius 0to35celsius 0to 50celsius 0to70celsi

us
A 1

33 1. Open collector output 2. Totem-Pole Output 3. Tri-state output are the 
type of

TTL LOGIC RTL LOGIC CMOS LOGIC None of 
this

A 1

34 If the channel is initially doped lightly with p-type impurity a conducting 
channel

Depletion 
mode 

Enhancemen
t mode 

Both Mode None of 
this

A 1

35

If the region beneath the gate is left initially uncharged the gate field 
must induce a
channel before current can flow. Thus the gate voltage enhances the 
channel current and sucha device is said to operate in the

Depletion 
mode 

operation MOS

Enhancemen
t mode 

operation of 
MOS

Both Mode None of 
this B 2

36 The n- channel MOS conducts when its gate- to- 
source voltage 

gate- to- 
source 

gate- to- 
source 

None of 
this A 2

37 The p- channel MOS conducts when its gate- to- 
source voltage 

gate- to- 
source 

gate- to- 
source 

None of 
this

C 2

38 The fan-out of a MOS-logic gate is higher than that of TTL gates because 
of its

low input 
impedance

high input 
impedance

low output 
impedance

high 
output 

impedance
D 2

39 Which factor does not affect CMOS loading?
Charging time 

associated 
with the 

Discharging 
time 

associated 

Output 
capacitance 
of the load 

Input 
capacitanc

e of the 

C 2

40 Logic gates are the basic elements that make a Analog system Basic System gating 
system

digital 
system D 1

41  Which of the following gate is a two-level logic gate  OR gate NAND gate EXCLUSIVE 
OR gate NOT C 1

42
Among the logic families, the family which can be used at very high 
frequency greater than 100 MHz in a 4 bit TTLAS CMOS ECL TTLLS C 1

43 NAND. gates are preferred over others because these
have lower 
fabrication 

area

can be used 
to make any 

gate

consume 
least 

electronic 
power

provide 
maximum 
density in 

a chip.
B 2

44 The fan Out of a 7400 NAND gate is 2TTL 5TTL 8TTL 10TTL
D 2

45 Which transistor element is used in CMOS logic? FET MOSFET Bipolar Unijunctio
n B 2
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46 CMOS circuits are extensively used for ON-chip computers mainly 
because of their extremely

low power 
dissipation.

high noise 
immunity.

large 
packing 
density.

low cost. C 2

47 Which equation is correct?
VNL = 

VIL(max) + 
VOL(max)

VNH = 
VOH(min) + 

VIH(min)

VNL = 
VOH(min) – 

VIH(min)

VNH = 
VOH(min) 

– 
VIH(min)

D 2

48 The greater the propagation delay, the
lower the 
maximum 
frequency

higher the 
maximum 
frequency

maximum 
frequency is 

unaffected

minimum 
frequency 

is 
unaffected

A 2

49 For a CMOS gate, which is the best speed-power product? 1.4 Pj 1.6 pJ 2.4 pJ 3.3 pJ A 2

50 In a TTL circuit, if an excessive number of load gate inputs are connected,
VOH(min) 

drops below 
VOH

VOH drops 
below 

VOH(min)

VOH exceeds 
VOH(min)

VOH and 
VOH(min) 

are 
unaffected

B 2

51 Which is not a MOSFET terminal? Gate Drain Source Base D 2

52 An open-drain gate is the CMOS counterpart of
an open-

collector TTL 
gate

a tristate 
TTL gate

a bipolar 
junction 

transistor

an emitter-
coupled 
logic gate

A 2

53 The active switching element used in all TTL circuits is the
bipolar 

junction 
transistor (BJT

field-effect 
transistor 

(FET

metal-oxide 
semiconduct

or field-
effect 

transistor 
(MOSFET

unijunctio
n 

transistor 
(UJ)

A 2

54 One output structure of a TTL gate is often referred to as a diode JBT 
arrangement

totem-pole 
arrangement

base, 
emitter, 
collector 

arrangeme
nt

C 2

55 An open-collector output requires a pull-down 
resistor

a pull-up 
resistor

no output 
resistor

an output 
resistor B 2

56 Which is not an output state for tristate logic? HIGH LOW  High-Z Low-Z D 2
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57 TTL is alive and well, particularly in industrial 
applications

millitary 
applications

educational 
applications

commercia
lapplicatio

ns
C 2

58 A TTL NAND gate with IIL(max) of –1.6 mA per input drives eight TTL 
inputs. How much current does the drive output sink? –12.8 Ma –8 mA –1.6 mA –25.6 mA A 4

59 A standard TTL circuit with a totem-pole output can sink, in the LOW 
state (IOL(max)), 16 Ma 20 mA 24 Ma 28mA A 4

60 It is best not to leave unused TTL inputs unconnected (open) because of 
TTL's 

noise 
sensitivity

low-current 
requirement

open-
collector 
outputs

 tristate 
constructi

on 
A 2

61 Which logic family combines the advantages of CMOS and TTL? BiCMOS TTL/CMOS ECL TTL/MOS A 2

62 Which is not part of emitter-coupled logic (ECL)? Differential 
amplifier Bias circuit

Emitter-
follower 

circuit

Totem-
pole circuit D 2

63 PMOS and NMOS circuits are used largely in MSI functions LSI functions diode 
functions

TTL 
functions B 2

64 The nominal value of the dc supply voltage for TTL and CMOS is 3 V 5 V 10 V 12 V B 2

65
If ICCH is specified as 1.1 mA when VCC is 5 V and if the gate is in a static 
(noncharging) HIGH output state, the power dissipation (PD) of the gate 
is 

5.5 Mw 5mW 5.5 W 1.1mW A 4

66 The switching speed of CMOS is now competitive 
with TTL

three times 
that of TT

slower than 
TTL

twice that 
of TTL A 2

67 One advantage TTL has over CMOS is that TTL is less expensive

not sensitive 
to 

electrostatic 
discharge

faster
more 

widely 
available

B 2

68 TTL operates from a 9-volt suppl 3-volt supply 12-volt 
supply

5-volt 
supply D 1

69 A CMOS IC operating from a 3-volt supply will consume less power 
than a TTL IC

more power 
than a TTL IC

the same 
power as a 

TTL IC

no power 
at all A 2

70 CMOS IC packages are available in DIP 
configuration

SOIC 
configuration

DIP and SOIC 
configuration

s
None of this C 2
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71 The terms "low speed" and "high speed," applied to logic circuits, refer to 
the rise time fall time propagation 

delay time
clock 
speed C 2

72 The power dissipation, PD, of a logic gate is the product of the dc supply 
voltage and 

dc supply 
voltage and 

ac supply 
voltage and 

ac supply 
voltage 

B 2

73 How many different logic level ranges for TTL 1 2 3 4 D 1

74 Metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are the 
active switching elements in CMOS circuits TTL ECL circuits PMOS 

circuits A 2

75 ECL IC technology is……………….than TTL technology. faster slower equal none of 
this A 1

76 A major advantage of ECL logic over TTL and CMOS is low power 
dissipation high speed

both low 
power 

dissipation 
and high 

speed

neither 
low power 
dissipation 
 nor high 

speed

B 1

77 Digital technologies being used now-a-days are DTL and EMOS
 TTL, ECL, 
CMOS and 

RTL

TTL, ECL, 
CMOS and 

DTL

 TTL, ECL, 
CMOS and 

DTL
B 2

78 Which of the following is the fastest logic TTL ECL CMOS PMOS B 2

79 Which TTL logic gate is used for wired ANDing Open collector 
output Totem Pole Tri state 

output ECL gates A 2

80 CMOS circuits consume power Equal to TTL Less than 
TTL Twice of TTL Thrice of 

TTL B 1

81 CMOS circuits are extensively used for ON-chip computers mainly 
because of their extremely

low power 
dissipation

high noise 
immunity

large 
packing 
density

low cost. C 2

82 The MSI chip 7474 is
Dual edge 

triggered JK 
flip-flop (TTL).

Dual edge 
triggered D 

flip-flop 
(CMOS).

Dual edge 
triggered D 

flip-flop 
(TTL).

Dual edge 
triggered 

JK flip-flop 
(CMOS).

C 2

83 The logic 0 level of a CMOS logic device is approximately 1.2 volts 0.4 volts 5 volts 0 volts D 2
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84
  

What is unique about TTL devices such as the 74SXX?

These devices 
use Schottky 
transistors 

and diodes to 
prevent them 

from going 
into 

saturation; 
this results in 
faster turn-on 
and turn-off 
times, which 

translates into 
higher 

frequency 
operation.

The gate 
transistors 
are silicon 

(S), and the 
gates 

therefore 
have lower 

values of 
leakage 
current.

The S 
denotes the 
fact that a 

single gate is 
present in 

the IC rather 
than the 

usual 
package of 
2–6 gates.

The S 
denotes a 

slow 
version of 
the device, 
which is a 
consequen

ce of its 
higher 
power 
rating.

A 4

85   Which of the following logic families has the shortest propagation delay? CMOS BiCMOS ECL 74SXX C 1

86 Why must CMOS devices be handled with care? so they don’t 
get dirty

because they 
break easily

because they 
can be 

damaged by 
static 

electricity 
discharge

all of above C 2
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87 What should be done to unused inputs on TTL gates?

They should 
be left 

disconnected 
so as not to 

produce a load 
on any of the 
other circuits 

and to 
minimize 

power loading 
on the voltage 

source.

All unused 
gates should 

be 
connected 

together and 
tied to V 

through a 1 
k resistor.

All unused 
inputs 

should be 
connected to 

an unused 
output; this 
will ensure 
compatible 
loading on 

both the 
unused 

inputs and 
unused 
outputs.

Unused 
AND and 

NAND 
inputs 

should be 
tied to 

VCC 
through a 

1 k 
resistor; 
unused 
OR and 

NOR 
inputs 

should be 
grounded.

D 2

88
Assume that a particular IC has a supply voltage (Vcc) equal to +5 V and 
ICCH = 10 mA and ICCL = 23 mA. What is the power dissipation for the 
chip?

50 Mw 82.5 mW 115 mW 165 mW B 4

89 Can a 74HCMOS logic gate directly connect to a 74ALSTTL gate? YES No A 1

90   What is the major advantage of ECL logic? very high 
speed

wide range 
of operating 

voltage
very low cost very high 

power A 2

91 As a general rule, the lower the value of the speed–power product, the 
better the device because of its:

long 
propagation 

delay and high 
power 

consumption

long 
propagation 

delay and 
low power 

consumption

Both none of 
above B 2
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92 What is the difference between the 54XX and 74XX series of TTL logic 
gates? 54XX is faster. 54XX is 

slower.

54XX has a 
wider power 
supply and 
expanded 

temperature 
range.

54XX has 
a 

narrower 
power 
supply 

and 
contracted 

 
temperatu
re range.

C 2

93   What is the range of invalid TTL output voltage? 0.0–0.4 V 0.4–2.4 V 2.4–5.0 V 0.0–5.0 V B 2

94 An open collector output can ________ current, but it cannot ________. sink, source 
current

source, sink 
current

sink, source 
voltage

source, 
sink 

voltage
A 2

95 Why is a decoupling capacitor needed for TTL ICs and where should it be 
connected

to block dc, 
connect to 
input pins

to reduce 
noise, 

connect to 
input pins

to reduce the 
effects of 

noise, 
connect 
between 

power 
supply and 

ground

NONE OF 
ABOVE C 2

96 Which of the following summarizes the important features of emitter-
coupled logic (ECL)?

low noise 
margin, low 

output voltage 
swing, 

negative 
voltage 

operation, fast, 
and high 

power 
consumption

good noise 
immunity, 
negative 

logic, high-
frequency 
capability, 
low power 
dissipation, 
and short 

propagation 
time

low 
propagation 

time, high-
frequency 
response, 

low power 
consumption, 

 and high 
output 
voltage 
swings

poor noise 
immunity, 

positive 
supply 
voltage 

operation, 
good low-
frequency 
operation, 

and low 
power

A 2

97 Why is a pull-up resistor needed for an open collector gate? to provide Vcc 
for the IC

  to provide 
ground for 

the IC

to provide 
the HIGH 

voltage

to provide 
the LOW 
voltage

C 2
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98 Why is a pull-up resistor needed when connecting TTL logic to CMOS 
logic?

to increase the 
output LOW 

voltage

  to decrease 
the output 

LOW voltage

to increase 
the output 

HIGH voltage

to 
decrease 

the output 
HIGH 

voltage

C 2

99 The word "interfacing" as applied to digital electronics usually means:

a conditioning 
circuit 

connected 
between a 

standard TTL 
NAND gate 

and a standard 
TTL OR gate

a circuit 
connected 

between the 
driver and 

load to 
condition a 

signal so 
that it is 

compatible 
with the load

  any gate 
that is a TTL 
operational 

amplifier 
designed to 
condition 

signals 
between 

NMOS 
transistors

any TTL 
circuit 

that is an 
input 
buffer 
stage

B 2

100
The rise time (tr) is the time it takes for a pulse to rise from its ________ 
point up to its ________ point. The fall time (tf) is the length of time it takes 
to fall from the ________ to the ________ point.

10%, 90%, 
90%, 10%

90%, 10%, 
10%, 90%

20%, 80%, 
80%, 20%

10%, 
70.7%, 
70.7%, 

10%

A 4

101    The term buffer/driver signifies the ability to provide low output 
currents to drive light loads. TRUE FALSE B 2

102   PMOS and NMOS ________.

represent 
MOSFET 
devices 

utilizing either 
P-channel or N-

channel 
devices 

exclusively 
within a given 

gate

are 
enhancement
-type CMOS 
devices used 
to produce a 

series of 
high-speed 
logic known 

as 74HC

represent 
positive and 

negative 
MOS-type 
devices, 

which can be 
operated 

from 
differential 

power 
supplies and 

are 
compatible 

with 
operational 
amplifiers

None of 
the above A 4
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103 Why is the operating frequency for CMOS devices critical for 
determining power dissipation?

At low 
frequencies, At 

low 
frequencies, 

power 
dissipation 
increases.

At high 
frequencies, 
the gate will 
only be able 

to deliver 
70.7 % of 

rated power.

At high 
frequencies, 
charging and 
discharging 

the gate 
capacitance 
will draw a 

heavy 
current from 

the power 
supply and 

thus 
increase 
power 

dissipation.

At high 
frequencie
s, the gate 
will only 
be able to 

deliver 
70.7 % of 

rated 
power 

and 
charging 

and 
dischargin
g the gate 
capacitanc

e will 
draw a 
heavy 

current 
from the 
power 
supply 

and thus 
increase 
power 

dissipation
.

C 2

104 Ten TTL loads per TTL driver is known as:   noise 
immunity fan-out power 

dissipation
propagatio

n delay B 2

105 The problem of different current requirements when CMOS logic circuits 
are driving TTL logic circuits can usually be overcome by the addition of:

  a CMOS 
inverting 
bilateral 
switch 

between the 
stages

a TTL 
tristate 

inverting 
buffer 

between the 
stages

a CMOS 
noninverting 

bilateral 
switch 

between the 
stages

a CMOS 
buffer or 
inverting 

buffer

D 4
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106
  

Totem-pole outputs ________ be connected ________ because ________.

can, in parallel, 
sometimes 

higher current 
is required

cannot, 
together, if 
the outputs 

are in 
opposite 

states 
excessively 

high 
currents can 
damage one 

or both 
devices

should, in 
series, 
certain 

applications 
may require 

higher 
output 
voltage

can, 
together, 
together 
they can 
handle 
larger 
load 

currents 
and 

higher 
output 
voltages

B 4

107 The high input impedance of MOSFETs: allows faster 
switching

reduces 
input 

current and 
power 

dissipation

  prevents 
dense 

packing

creates 
low-noise 
reactions

B 2

108 The output current capability of a single 7400 NAND gate when HIGH is 
called _____ source current sink current IOH

source 
current of 

IOH
A 2

109 The time needed for an output to change from the result of an input 
change is known as:

noise 
immunity fan-out propagation 

delay rise time C 2

110 The problem of interfacing IC logic families that have different supply 
voltages (VCC's) can be solved by using a: Level-shifter tristate 

shifter
decoupling 

capacitor
pull-down 

resistor A 2

111 What is the advantage of using low-power Schottky (LS) over standard 
TTL logic?

more power 
dissipation

less power 
dissipation cost is less cost is 

more B 2

112 When is a level-shifter circuit needed in interfacing logic?
A level shifter 

is always 
needed.

  A level 
shifter is 

never 
needed.

  when the 
supply 

voltages are 
the same

when the 
supply 

voltages 
are 

different

D 2

113    A TTL totem-pole circuit is designed so that the output transistors: are always on 
together

provide 
linear phase 

splitting

provide 
voltage 

regulation

are never 
on 

together
D 2

114   The most common TTL series ICs are: E-MOSFET 7400 QUAD AC00 B 1

115 Which family of devices has the characteristic of preventing saturation 
during operation? TTL ECL MOS IIL B 2

116 How many 74LSTTL logic gates can be driven from a 74TTL gate? 10 20 30 40 B 2
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117    What is the difference between the 74HC00 series and the 74HCT00 
series of CMOS logic?

  The HCT 
series is faster.

The HCT 
series is 
slower.

he HCT 
series is 

input and 
output 
voltage 

compatible 
with TTL.

The HCT 
series is 

not input 
and 

output 
voltage 

compatible 
 with TTL.

C 4

118

  Why are the maximum value of VOL and the minimum value of VOH 
used to determine the noise margin rather than the typical values for 
these parameters? These are 

worst-case 
conditions.

These are 
normal 

conditions.

These are 
best-case 

conditions.

It doesn't 
matter 
what 

values are 
used.

A 2

119   What is the standard TTL noise margin? 5.0 V 0.0 V 0.8 V 0.4 V D 2

120 Which logic family is characterized by a multiemitter transistor on the 
input? ECL CMOS TTL None of 

the above C 2

121
he problem of the VOH(min) of a TTL IC being too low to drive a CMOS 
circuit and meet the CMOS requirement of VIH(min) is usually easily 
overcome by:

adding a fixed 
voltage-

divider bias 
resistive 

network at the 
output of the 

TTL device

avoiding this 
condition 
and only 

using TTL to 
drive TTL

adding an 
external pull-

down 
resistor to 

ground

adding an 
external 
pull-up 

resistor to 
VCC

D 4

122 How does the 4000 series of CMOS logic compare in terms of speed and 
power dissipation to the standard family of TTL logic?

more power 
dissipation 
and slower 

speed

more power 
dissipation 
and faster 

speed

  less power 
dissipation 
and faster 

speed

less 
power 

dissipation 
 and 

slower 
speed

D 2

123 What should be done with unused inputs to a TTL NAND gate? let them float tie them 
LOW

  tie them 
HIGH

None of 
the above C 2

124 Which of the following logic families has the highest maximum clock 
frequency? S-TTL AS-TTL HS-TTL   HCMOS B 2
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125   Why is the fan-out of CMOS gates frequency dependent?

Each CMOS 
input gate has 

a specific 
propagation 
time and this 

limits the 
number of 

different gates 
that can be 

connected to 
the output of a 

CMOS gate.

When the 
frequency 

reaches the 
critical 

value, the 
gate will 
only be 

capable of 
delivering 
70% of the 

normal 
output 

voltage and 
consequently 
 the output 
power will 
be one-half 
of normal; 

this defines 
the upper 
operating 
frequency.

The higher 
the number 

of gates 
attached to 
the output, 
the more 

frequently 
they will 

have to be 
serviced, 

thus 
reducing the 
frequency at 
which each 

will be 
serviced 
with an 

input signal.

The input 
gates of 
the FETs 

are 
predomina

ntly 
capacitive, 
and as the 

signal 
frequency 
increases 

the 
capacitive 

loading 
also 

increases, 
thereby 
limiting 

the 
number of 
loads that 

may be 
attached 

to the 
output of 

the 
driving 

gate.

D 4
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126  What must be done to interface TTL to CMOS?

A dropping 
resistor must 

be used on the 
CMOS 12 V 
supply to 

reduce it to 5 
V for the TTL.

As long as 
the CMOS 

supply 
voltage is 5 
V, they can 

be 
interfaced; 

however, the 
fan-out of 
the TTL is 
limited to 
five CMOS 

gates.

A 5 V Zener 
diode must 
be placed 
across the 

inputs of the 
TTL gates in 

order to 
protect them 

from the 
higher 
output 

voltages of 
the CMOS 

gates.

A pull-up 
resistor 
must be 

used 
between 
the TTL 
output-
CMOS 
input 

node and 
Vcc; the 
value of 
RP will 

depend on 
the 

number of 
CMOS 
gates 

connected 
to the 
node.

D 2

127 What causes low-power Schottky TTL to use less power than the 74XX 
series TTL?

The Schottky-
clamped 
transistor

Nothing. The 
74XX series 

uses less 
power.

  A larger 
value resistor

Using 
NAND 
gates

C 2
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128   What are the major differences between the 5400 and 7400 series of 
ICs?

The 5400 
series are 

military grade 
and require 

tighter supply 
voltages and 
temperatures.

The 5400 
series are 
military 

grade and 
allow for a 

wider range 
of supply 

voltages and 
temperature

s.

  The 7400 
series are an 
improvement 

 over the 
original 
5400s.

The 7400 
series was 
originally 
developed 
by Texas 

Instrumen
ts. The 
5400 

series was 
brought 
out by 

National 
Semicondu
ctors after 

TI's 
patents 
expired, 

as a 
second 
supply 
source.

B 2

129 Which of the following statements apply to CMOS devices?

The devices 
should not be 
inserted into 
circuits with 
the power on.

All tools, test 
equipment, 
and metal 

workbenches 
 should be 

tied to earth 
ground.

  The devices 
should be 

stored and 
shipped in 
antistatic 
tubes or 

conductive 
foam.

All of the 
above. D 2

130    Which of the logic families listed below allows the highest operating 
frequency?   74AS ECL HCMOS 54S B 2

131   What is the increase in switching speed between 74LS series TTL and 
74HC/HCT (High-Speed CMOS)? 5 10 50 100 B 2

132 What does ECL stand for? electron-
coupled logic;

emitter-
coupled 

logic; 

energy-
coupled logic;

NONE OF 
ABOVE B 2
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133 What is unique about TTL devices such as the 74S00?

The gate 
transistors are 
silicon (S), and 

the gates 
therefore have 
lower values of 

leakage 
current.

The S 
denotes the 
fact that a 

single gate is 
present in 

the IC rather 
than the 

usual 
package of 
2–6 gates.

The S 
denotes a 

slow version 
of the device, 

which is a 
consequence 
of its higher 
power rating.

The 
devices 

use 
Schottky 

transistors 
 and 

diodes to 
prevent 

them from 
going into 
saturation; 

 this 
results in 

faster turn 
on and 
turn off 
times, 
which 

translates 
into 

higher 
frequency 
operation.

D 4

134 he bipolar TTL logic family that was developed to increase switching 
speed by preventing transistor saturation is:

emitter-
coupled logic 

(ECL).

current-
mode logic 

(CML).

transistor-
transistor 

logic (TTL).

emitter-
coupled 

logic 
(ECL) and 
transistor-
transistor 

logic 
(TTL).

D 2

135 In TTL the noise margin is between 0.4 V and 0.8 V. 0.0 V and 0.4 
V.

0.0 V and 0.5 
V.

0.0V and 
0.8 V. A 2

136 What is the transitive voltage for the voltage input of a CMOS operating 
from 10V supply 1V 5V 10V 15V B 2

137 The highest noise margin is offered by CMOS TTL ECL BICMOS B 2
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138 What is the transitive voltage for the voltage input of a CMOS operating 
from 10V supply ?   1V 5V 10V 20V B 2

139 The digital logic family which has the lowest propagation delay time is   ECL   TTL CMOS   PMOS A 2

140 In a positive logic system, logic state 1 corresponds to   Positive 
voltage 

Higher 
voltage level 

Zero voltage 
level 

Lower 
voltage 

level 
B 2

141 Which of the following logic families is well suited for high-speed 
operations ?   TTL ECL MOS CMOS B 2

142 Which of the following is the fastest logic? ECL  TTL MOS CMOS A 1

143 he digital logic family which has the lowest propagation delay time is ECL TTL CMOS PMOS c 2

144 A binary digit is called a Bit   Byte Number Character A 1
145

146
Which of the following statements is wrong ?

Propagation 
delay is the 

time required 
for a gate to 

change its state

  Noise 
immunity is 
the amount 

of noise 
which can be 

applied to 
the input of 

a gate 
without 

causing the 
gate to 

change state

  Fan-in of a 
gate is 

always equal 
to fan-out of 
the same gate

  
Operating 
speed is 

the 
maximum 
frequency 
at which 

digital 
data can 

be applied 
to a gate

C 4

147

Which table shows the logical state of a digital circuit output for every 
possible combination of logical states in the inputs ?

Function table   Truth table
  Routing 

table
  ASCII 

table B 1

148 The digital logic family which has minimum power dissipation is   TTL ECL MOS CMOS D 1
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